ABSTRACT
vector and noise nk E C are i.i.d and zero mean Gaussian variables. We normalize the channel such that the entries of h k have unit variance.
For a system where Nt < K, let S be the set of Nt users scheduled at time T. Then the associated users' data are transmitted via Zero-forcing Beamforming (ZFBF) precoding [2] by exploiting the channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT).
Then H (S) denotes the matrix consisting of Nt channel vectors of the selected users at time T. The relation between the data vector s(S) and the transmitted vector x(S) is given by:
In MISO multiuser downlink wireless communication systems with precoding at the transmission, the capacity depends on the channel state information at the transmitter. Since the feedback data rate increases with the number of users in the cell it is important to perform a selection of the users at the receiver. In this paper, we evaluate the performance of different user selection algorithms at the receiver side through the noisy uplink channel. We evaluate the effect of the noisy channel on the classical norm criterion and on a criterion based on the orthogonality between the user channels. Without cooperation between the users, we only allow users that are semi-orthogonal to feedback their channel information as analog and quantized information to the base station through the noisy uplink channel. We propose an algorithm to reduce the noise effect on the analog feedback for semi-orthogonal user selection algorithm. We show that the semi-orthogonal criterion with quantized feedback gives better performance compared to the norm criterion for perfect and noisy uplink channels.
INTRODUCTION
In a multi-user downlink system with Nt antennas at the base station and single antenna receivers, the capacity is achieved when the base station transmits simultaneously to Nt selected users using Dirty Paper Coding (DPC). When the number of users is much higher than Nt, an efficient user selection algorithm must be used to reduce the feedback data rate [1] . The selected users must send their channel quality information (CQI) and channel direction information (CDI) for the reduction of interference. Using the feedback information, the transmitter will select the best set of users and then perform precoding. In this paper, we propose to reduce the feedback information thanks to the selection of a group of semi-orthogonal users at the user side. In order to limit the feedback rate, we will consider both unquantized and quantized CDI. We will evaluate the performance of the system considering a noisy uplink channel. Finally, we will propose an algorithm to reduce the noise effect on the analog feedback for semi-orthogonal user selection algorithm. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 review briefly multiuser system model. Norm criterion and quasi orthogonal criterion are introduced in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the quantized and analog feedback link. Section 5 presents and discusses the simulation results and Section 6 draws the concluding remarks of this paper.
as:
The sum rate achieved by the ZFBF scheme is: 
The signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) for every user is:
The achievable sum rate of ZFBF is found by considering every possible choice of user groups S: 
USER SELECTION CRITERIA
In order to maximize the sum rate of the downlink system under an average power constraint P, the scheduler at the base station should choose the best combination of Nt users. However, the exhaustive search which consists in evaluating (~) combinations becomes quickly prohibitive. In this paper, we propose to reduce the number of selected users since users having a poor channel (low norm or/and interfering with other good users) will have no chance to be chosen. Consequently, they should not take part in the user selection algorithm, nor feedback their channel information.For the construction of the selected user group, we propose three self discrimination criteria.
According to [3] (13)
Then we have obtain:
Norm-only criterion
The nonn-only criterion only selects users whose channel nonns are above a threshold l'th [1] .
The set 7i is determined by the incomplete gamma distribution Gamma (Nt , 1) which can be bounded by [4] [5]:
where R be the set of all users. In Figure 1 we present the curves of the pair (l'th, Eth) allowing predetermined probability P{k E 13} (10% to 50%). For each probability, it will be necessary to choose a pair by privileging either the criterion on the norm or the criterion on orthogonality.
FEEDBACK LINK

Quantized feedback link
where T2 is the set of near orthogonal users.
To address the lack of perfect CSIT, a classical solution is to quantize CDI and CQI before transmission over the finite rate feedback link. In [6] , the Lloyd algorithm was suggested for the design of the beamforming vector codebook. The codebook should be con- In the quantized feedback scheme, the precoding vector w is taken from a set of 2 B vectors where B is the number of feedback bits.
In contrast to the normalized i.i.d. channel isotropically distributed in (JNt, an important aspect of a limited feedback codebook tailored to a spherical cap region is the quantization of the
where hk = II::I I is the normalized channel vector of the user k.
Let ONt be the unit sphere lying in C Nt and centered at the original. Using the chordal distance metric, for any Eth < 1, we can define a spherical cap on ONt with center 0 and square radius Eth as the open set:
If the c?ndition is satisfied, in order to obtain precoding vector, we assign h k~gk.
Otherwise, we apply the following algorithm:
• Option 1: Since gk~U~l B€(<Pi) we first search the closest vector <Pi from gk
where {3 = -JP where P is the average transmit power, bk E e Nt x 1 is the i.i.d zero mean Gaussian noise added to the uplink channel.
When using the 'Ii criterion, the received signal at the base station is directly exploited to calculate the sum rate, select the users and perform the precoding. However, when using the 73 criterion it is possible to improve the performance of the system by exploiting the semi-orthogonal constraint to suppress part of the upli~k noise. The normalized estimated channel at the base station, hk should lie in the spherical cap described by the square radius Eth. In this paper, we propose two solutions to exploit this property.
The proposed algorithm:
Firstly, we check the condition as below:
. min ( 
where Urot is the unitary rotation matrix [7] . As in the i.i.d. case, we use vector quantization to design these local packings. For the 72 and 13 criteria, the codebook must be adapted according to the orthogonal vectors <Pi. From the local packing, it is possible to compute the local packing associated to a rotation using the rotation matrix. When the user CDI is inside the spherical cap region, the user will feedback l092 (N) bits corresponding to the codebook index. In addition to that, it will be necessary to feedback l092 (Nt) bits corresponding to the index of the vector <Pi. Consequently, for a codebook size N, B = l092 (N x Nt) bits will be necessary to quantify the CDI.
Analog feedback link
In analog feedback [8] [9] [10] , the channel coefficients are explicitly transmitted on the uplink using unquantized quadratureamplitude modulation. Since the dimension of the channel vectors is Nt, Nt channel use will be used to send the channel coefficients. A simplifying assumption is that we consider no fading and orthogonal access in the feedback link. The signal is corrupted by AWGN. (20) and (21) correspond to a SOCP problem (linear programming with quadratic constraint). In order to solve this problem, MATLAB routines from optimization toolbox or special software for SOCP can be applied.
• Option 2: A simpler soluti?n consists in associating the closest orthogonal vector to hk : In order to fairly compare the different criteria when the feedback link is noisy, we have fixed the same average transmit energy per symbol for both analog and quantized feedback link. analog feedback T3,OdB -*-analog feedback T3,1OdB,01 analog feedback T3,1OdB,02 In Figure 4 , we evaluate the performance of criterion T3 with
If the SNR is high (10dB), the improvement is limited; however, at low SNR, performance of the T3 criterion can be increased using option 1. In that case, the 73 criterion outperforms the 7i criterion.
In Figures 5 and 6 we compare the performance of the analog and quantized feedback links for (Es / No) U L = 10 and OdB respectively. For all the schemes, 2 symbols are needed to transmit analog channel or the codeword index. The modulation is 16QAM when the number of bits is F = 8 whereas the modulation is QPSK when F = 4.
According to the simulation results, the analog feedback for criterion 7i gives a better performance than criterion T3 at high
In Figure 2 we give the sum rate performances of 73 schemes at S N R = 15dB, for different numbers of active users in the cell and number of feedback bits F = B + Q per user. For F = 4,6 and 8 bits, we modify the number of CDI bits (B) and CQI bits (Q). As shown in this Figure, the performances are almost independent of the number of CQI bits. Surprisingly, the sum-rate performance is not affected when there is no feedback information about the channel norm (Q=O) of the selected users. On the contrary, the number of CDI bits has a huge impact on the performance.
Criterion 7i outperforms criterion T3 in the case of F = 8bits, but the two criteria have slightly the same sum-rate performance for F = 6 feedback bits. For the case of less feedback bits such as F = 4, not only does the T3 sum-rate performance becomes better than the 7i performance but also the 7i degradation is larger relative to that of 73. This is due to a smaller vector quantization error for the 73 criterion since all the codebook vectors are lying in the spherical cap described by the square radius (€th).
In Figure 3 we present the sum-rate versus the average SNR for the system with K = 100, F = 4, 7 bits such as B = 7 Q = 0 and B = 4 Q = O. We also plot random beamforming (RBF), 7i and 73 performance curves without quantization. It is known that RBF performs well in a system with a large number of users. However, in the case of F = 8bits the 7i and T3 criteria outperform the RBF scheme with reduced feedback. For the case of F = 7bits, the T3 criterion outperforms the 7i criterion at high SNR when the system becomes sensitive to the interference and the users' orthogonality is more critical. For the case of F = 4bits, criterion T3 always outperforms criterion Ti. The performance gain increases with SNR.
'-{,.
- SNR. However, when the uplink noise variance increases, the performance of the 73 criterion with analog feedback gives the same result as the Ti criterion. Moreover, the 73 criterion with 4 bits quantized feedback gives slightly better results at low SNR than analog feedback.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have evaluated the performance of user selection criteria based on norm and semi-orthogonality of the channels considering both analog and quantized CDI and CQI feedback links. We have shown that, when the codebook is designed according to local regions, the quantized version of the proposed criterion 73 outperforms the norm-only criterion Ti. Since both criteria perform a selection of users using the norm of their channels, the number of quantized CQI has almost no impact on the performances and only CDI information is important at the transmitter to maximize the sum-rate performance. Then we have considered noisy feedback channels. We have shown that for analog feedback it is possible to improve the performance of criterion 73 by exploiting the semi-orthogonal constraint. For the noisy quantized CDI feedback link, we have shown that criterion Ti for the same number of symbols per codeword, is much more sensitive to uplink noise than criterion T3. This sensibility increases when we decrease the number of codewords. Compared to the point to point MISO system, when using a semi-orthogonal criterion in multiuser MISO system, the performance of quantized feedback link with few bits can be very close to that of analog feedback link.
